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Introduction
Cloud computing has transformed the business world by making IT more flexible 
and agile, allowing companies to remap workflows, reduce administrative overhead, 
and eliminate inefficiencies. But these are only incremental gains compared with 
those promised by the merger of disparate clouds, whether operated by different 
groups within the same company or by external business partners.

Integrating systems and building an infrastructure that can deliver these high-
magnitude results is the next big task for firms just now mastering one-off cloud 
projects. Gartner Vice President and Fellow Massimo Pezzini, writing at the Gartner 
website, says, “The problem of integrating cloud-based systems with each other 
and with established on-premises environments should be addressed with the same 
rigor and discipline that organizations have adopted to support on-premises data 
and application integration or e-commerce B2B integration.” This can be a difficult 
task, especially for companies supporting branch offices and foreign operations. 
The reward, though, is return on investment that is greater than the sum of its parts. 

What is a cloud platform?
At its most basic, a cloud platform—also known as Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)—is a 
system that delivers over the Internet (and as a utility) the easy-to-deploy infrastructure and 
services needed to develop, prepare, and run applications, as well as other services, including 
application integration and portals. The pre-built infrastructure rapidly unlocks the key benefit 
of these platforms, which is to remove the considerable time and bandwidth traditionally 
required to make applications ready for use (e.g., server administration, software maintenance, 
OS patches, and application upgrades) with on-premise alternatives. Instead, cloud platforms 
enable developers to focus solely on coding innovative applications. Cloud software typically 
works in “stacks,” with Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) sitting at the bottom, Platform-as-a-
Service in the middle, and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) positioned on top. 

The reward from open 
and integrated cloud 
networks is return on 
investment that is greater 
than the sum of its parts.
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The platform approach
Connecting clouds and building joint business networks via cloud platforms can 
simplify the integration process, especially with the use of IaaS and PaaS. Yet it 
is critical for business and IT executives to avoid thinking of cloud tools and 
technologies as simple plug-and-play options, tempting though that idea may be 
when many services can be switched on with nothing more than a credit card. The 
reality is that a robust infrastructure and integration strategy is required to achieve 
maximum value from cloud networks, expanding their capabilities. 

And these capabilities are wide-ranging, including mobile services, social media, 
and Big Data analytics—all of which must also be integrated. Another pressing 
need is for consistent data across an entire IT environment, including internal 
servers, virtualized systems, and cloud systems and platforms. A growing stream 
of unstructured data—audio, photos, video, e-mails, text messages, text files, 
metadata, and so on—must coexist with structured data that is slotted into 
conventional databases. Finally, the focus must always remain on security.

Who took the survey?
This report, the fourth in a series of papers that analyze the 
strategic adoption of cloud computing, is based on a global 
survey of 200 senior business and IT executives, conducted 
in December 2012 and January 2013. The largest group of 
respondents (16%) came from the US, followed by Brazil, India, 
Mexico, and the UK (13% each); Germany (10%); Canada (9%); 
China (6%); Japan (4%); Australia (3%); and Saudi Arabia (3%). 
Respondents came from five industries: retail (29%), consumer 
products (28%), banking (25%), telecommunications (13%), 
and capital markets (7%). More than one-quarter of respondent 
companies had annual sales between $1 billion and $4.9 
billion. Larger companies made a significant showing, with 
10% of respondents reporting sales between $5 billion and 
$9.9 billion, and 12% over $10 billion. Small and midsize firms 
also were well represented: Nearly one in five respondents had 
sales of $25 million–$99 million, while 18% had sales between 
$100 million and $499 million, and 14% weighed in between 
$500 million and $999 million. Chief Executive Officers made 
up the largest group of respondents (25%), followed by IT 
infrastructure managers (19%), business-unit heads (15%), 
and Chief Intelligence Officers (13%). Other titles included 
Chief Operating Officers (8%) and Chief Innovation Officers 
(7%), along with Developers, Chief Architects, and EVP/SVP of 
Technology, Operations, and Marketing.

In addition to the quantitative survey, we conducted 
interviews with executives at Bonobos, DreamWorks, 
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts Management, NYSE Euronext, 
and Verizon Terremark. We thank everyone who participated 
in the research.

Fig. 1: Respondents by title
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Cloud leaders—those respondents in our global survey of IT and business 
executives who take the most mature and strategic approach to adopting and 
exploiting cloud technologies—are finding ways to use the cloud to collaborate 
with partners, suppliers, and/or customers. These leaders are using the cloud to 
innovate at the pace of business and meet rapidly changing market needs in real 
time, and participating in networks set up by technology providers.

Fig. 2: Cloud leaders combine technology with innovation

How does cloud computing fit into your strategy and key business objectives?

The benefits of the cloud-network effect are just coming within reach for many firms, 
and they are proving to be eager adopters. For example, our survey shows that 
58% of respondents already work with partners via business networks to create 
new products and services. Ultimately, seamless integration that unlocks the deep 
efficiencies of the cloud will have a profound impact on companies, partners, and 
the broader economy.
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Integration is essential
The appeal of integrated processes and data is easy to understand. A variety of 
benefits spring from cloud-based business networks, top among them the ability 
to enhance performance of specific functions (e.g., supply chain, purchasing, 
payments). Also important: Identifying new opportunities for partnerships, and taking 
advantage of new applications and services created by cloud network partners.

Fig. 3: Cloud networks create commercial opportunities

What are the biggest benefits of participating in cloud-based business networks?

Overall, 79% of survey respondents expect meaningful improvements in productivity 
as a result of cloud initiatives. These gains typically center on innovation, speed, 
and efficiency of processes. “What’s attractive about cloud services is that they can 
be switched on, scaled up, scaled down, and reconfigured quickly, and with few IT 
resources,” says John Rote, Vice President of Product and Experience at Bonobos, 
a fast-growing apparel retailer. “It’s possible to go from State A to State B without 
having to navigate an intermediate state.” Constructing streamlined and integrated 
cloud networks goes a long way toward achieving this seamless environment. 

Cloud-based applications and networks facilitate a number of key activities. In 
addition to collaboration with partners to create new products and services, 57% of 
respondents build and host applications for customer service, and 54% build and 
host applications for business collaboration. A somewhat smaller number (43%) 
use the cloud to extend access to existing offerings and related features, and 38% 
integrate with business partners via public APIs. Less than 10% do not use PaaS 
technology to serve customers.

The payoff from efficient integration and scaling often lies in markedly improved business 
performance and visibility. “We are able to use the cloud to manage infrastructure and 
human capital far more effectively,” says Lincoln Wallen, Chief Technology Officer at 
DreamWorks Animation SKG. “A shared-service, distributed-cloud model gives us the 
flexibility to know who is doing what at any given moment and fully understand what 
infrastructure is and can be applied to any given problem at any given time.”

“We are able to use  
the cloud to manage 
infrastructure and 
human capital far  
more effectively.”

Lincoln Wallen, Chief 
Technology Officer at 
DreamWorks Animation SKG
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Preparing for integration
Capitalizing on cloud-integration strategies requires a significant amount of 
groundwork. Popular methods of preparation include purchasing integration tools 
(58%), creating dedicated teams to focus on integration (55%), and engaging 
integration service providers (52%); cloud leaders are more likely to do each of these 
things, and less likely than other firms to outsource integration to third-party vendors.

Fig. 4: Integration requires active management

How does your firm ensure integration in the cloud

Successful networkers will manage the process carefully, whether starting from 
scratch or integrating existing, ad hoc approaches to the cloud. John Considine, 
Chief Technology Officer for Verizon Terremark, says clouds and cloud platforms 
often started as “shadow IT” that was primarily used to fill niches and needs as 
they popped up. Now that cloud is mainstream, he says, IT departments must “get 
a handle on things and get all the infrastructure back under control. This requires a 
deep understanding of the components involved,” says Mr. Considine. “It is critical to 
know what architecture fits a particular solution and, when multiple connections and 
geographic locations are involved, managing the technology across an enterprise and 
extending out to business partners. It’s all about identifying the value proposition.”

Adding to the complexity is the fact that companies may participate in a variety of 
cloud-based business networks, including both highly collaborative ventures and 
basic marketplace platforms. Many companies are building their own business 
networks, and many of these networks are set up by technology providers and 
by partners. More than one-third of survey respondents participate in business 
networks that allow users to create new apps and services, while over one-quarter 
use only traditional marketplace functions for pre-defined business operations; only 
6% do not participate in cloud-based business networks. 
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Fig. 5: Networks offer different levels of participation

In what ways does your company participate in cloud based business networks?
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Putting platforms to work
Cloud integration must be built on a solid IT foundation. Developing a strategy 
and framework requires a thorough understanding of the capabilities required, 
which go beyond simply consolidating and distributing data more efficiently. Good 
infrastructure must support a variety of business networks in a stable environment 
and allow organizations to build and configure highly customized applications and 
IT environments.

One critical area of integration lies across business functions. Already, key areas such 
as marketing, purchasing, and sales are substantially cloud-based, and slower movers 
like HR will see rapid cloud adoption in the next three years. The increasing adoption 
of function-based clouds raises the risks associated with information and process 
silos and disjointed processes and workflows, making integration a necessity.

Fig. 6: Business functions move into the cloud

To what extent are key business functions using cloud platforms?

An overwhelming 92% of respondents expect to achieve moderate to significant 
improvements in speed and efficiency of processes via the cloud. Getting there, 
though, requires some work. A number of factors influence the success of cloud 
integration initiatives. Automation and openness are essential for networks to 
scale efficiently. Customers and partners must be able to access them anywhere 
at any time from any device—regardless of the back-end systems they may be 
using. Highly elastic and highly available environments, with policy controls and 
security protections that streamline provisioning, are also a must. Equally important: 
applications require some form of database or data repository to store structured 
and unstructured data.

Meanwhile, the confluence of IT systems makes it necessary to fully understand 
workflows and business processes. Without management of identity profiles and 
strong authentication across clouds and cloud platforms, it is impossible to provide 
proper security. 
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Platform-as-a-Service offers the best opportunity to address these challenges. 
When properly designed and constructed, a cloud platform delivers results faster 
and without the overhead of conventional IT environments. It creates a strategic arc 
for managing diverse IT resources and seeding rapid application development. PaaS 
also allows an enterprise to introduce an authentication strategy that seamlessly 
spans databases, applications, and other tools, and to manage identity profiles 
for a maximum level of protection. Ultimately, the ability to combine infrastructure, 
development tools, open-source tools, dynamic app scaling, and hosting services 
can be transformative.

Platform-as-a-Service 
offers the best 
opportunity to address 
the challenges of identity 
and authentication. In 
some cases, the ability 
to combine hardware 
infrastructure, 
development tools,  
open-source tools, 
dynamic app scaling,  
and hosting services is 
transformative.

Asia Pacific takes the lead
Cloud networks—and strategies for using them—are not evenly distributed around the globe. 
As with cloud technology in general, adoption is higher in Asia Pacific and Latin America 
than EMEA and North America. Asia-Pacific firms are most likely to build their own business 
networks (74%), followed by Latin American companies (60%). Least likely to build are North 
American firms (54%), who also lag when it comes to networks set up by partners (42%, vs. 
54% for Asia Pacific and 50% for EMEA). 

Asia-Pacific companies are most likely to use a dedicated team to handle cloud integration 
(62%). They are also most likely to have purchased integration tools (64%) and to use 
integration service providers (62%). North America firms rate the lowest in establishing a 
dedicated team to focus on cloud integration (48%) and purchasing integration tools (48%), and 
second lowest for using integration service providers (50%), behind only Latin America (42%).

Goals for cloud networks vary as well. North American firm are most likely (48%) to cite 
new opportunities for partnerships as the largest benefit of participation, a much higher rate 
than Asia Pacific (24%) and Latin America (36%). Companies in those regions, meanwhile, 
are much likelier to seek enhanced performance of specific functions (e.g., supply chain, 
purchasing, and payments) than those in North America and EMEA, and to seek advantage 
from new apps and services created by cloud network partners.

In general, then, firms in Asia Pacific and Latin America are looking to cloud networks to build 
and improve core business performance, while those in North America and EMEA seek more 
strategic benefits.
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Best practices for cloud networking
Companies that master networking share a number of traits when it comes to 
building and integrating cloud platforms. Among these good habits: 

 ■ Building vendor networks. Leading organizations look to build vendor networks 
rather than taking a one-off approach. One of the benefits of building cloud 
platforms is the simplicity of adding services. Without adequate planning, however, 
a random collection of solutions can emerge as a problem. In many cases, 
organizations benefit by selecting a vendor as a core cloud provider and filling 
in additional needs with boutique solutions. The integration of services is crucial.

 ■ Engaging in ongoing reviews. Maintaining an inventory of cloud services 
and understanding what is in place at any given moment is essential. It is also 
important to identify any unauthorized services that a department or employee 
might procure. In the end, IT executives must ensure that all services are in sync 
and security does not fall between the cracks.

 ■ Centralizing controls and end-to-end visibility. It is critical to put monitoring 
and controls in place in order to gauge performance and understand how 
systems and data are being used. It also is important to validate service levels 
and confirm vendors’ claims that their systems are realizing the terms of service-
level agreements.

 ■ Relying on KPIs. Key performance indicators are an essential component in 
cloud environments. Although every organization is different and each must 
determine which KPIs are most critical, common yardsticks include availability; 
capital vs. operating-expense costs; workload compared to utilization; SLA 
response error rates; and revenue efficiencies.

 ■ Recognizing that governance and security are critical. Strong single-sign-
on authentication is essential, as are security tools, including firewalls, intrusion 
detection, data encryption, and endpoint security. An enterprise must also 
embrace a lifecycle approach to data—assigning tiers and classifications—so 
that it can be used effectively while managing costs.

 ■ Building a pool of IT talent. It is critical to hire and develop talent that matches 
requirements. Clouds represent different challenges than traditional client-server 
environments. Finding talent that fundamentally understands clouds and how 
they integrate with existing IT assets is indispensable.
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Conclusion
Business networks can significantly increase the value of cloud computing initiatives. 
These networks link and coordinate a virtual “extraprise” of customers and partners 
in a shared community. They help organizations manage business processes in a 
more informed way than in the past. Ultimately, they pave the way for a new wave 
of productivity. 

Much like their social counterparts, business networks provide:

 ■ Cloud-based applications that allow sharing of a business process and 
the underlying technology infrastructure that enables that process. This 
shared cloud infrastructure ensures that all parties collaborate using the same 
information, and that they coordinate process execution on a common platform. 
And, because there is no hardware or software to install or maintain, parties can 
join in from any device, whenever and wherever required.

 ■ A community or network of partners through which companies can quickly 
discover, qualify, connect, and collaborate to share and execute a process. 
The most advanced business networks are truly open, enabling businesses to 
extend any of their existing systems to their community of partners.

 ■ Capabilities in the form of best practices, community-derived intelligence, 
and other unique features or services available to members of the community, 
such as unique analytics, preferred financing, or group discounts.

Companies are moving beyond their traditional inside-out view of IT infrastructure 
and are much less focused on the features and functionality as of technology. 
Instead, they desire access to the people, processes, and tools that make their 
businesses flourish.

On the cloud integration front, organizations can achieve success through a few 
basic best practices: 

 ■ Create dedicated teams to focus on cloud integration;

 ■ Develop a strategy and framework for cloud integration;

 ■ Follow best practices for cloud networking, including building vendor networks, 
engaging in ongoing reviews;

 ■ Centralize visibility and controls; and

 ■ Establish strong KPIs and metrics for measuring results.

In the end, an integrated cloud network results in a more flexible, agile, and cost-
effective IT department. It builds a solid foundation for the digital enterprise and 
unleashes business and IT gains that would not have been imaginable only a few 
years ago.
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How DreamWorks manages production in a distributed 
environment
Few companies face the business and processing demands of DreamWorks Animation SKG. 
The producer of animated films (the “Shrek” and “Madagascar” series among them) has 10 
major movies in production at any given time and releases two or three films every year. At 
any moment, the firm must manage upwards of half a billion files and 250 terabytes of data 
for a single film.

The company operates from three primary locations—Glendale and Redwood City in 
California; and Bangalore, India—with nearly 2,500 animators, content producers, developers, 
and others collaborating on projects around the clock. DreamWorks Animation relies on 
clouds and cloud platforms to manage bandwidth, deploy infrastructure, manage storage, 
support development and programming tasks, and enhance collaboration.

“In the past, we had to transport large numbers of people and IT resources to get movies 
made,” says Mr. Wallen, the company CTO. “We now have applications operating in a 
distributed cloud environment. They are tooled and instrumented to utilize Infrastructure-as-
a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service.” While the environment is incredibly challenging, he 
says, the organization has “direct access to resources at lightning speed.”

Coordination is key. “When you operate 10 different cloud services, each within a different 
business unit and from a different service provider, you have to work hard to ensure a 
high level of integration,” he says. Among other things, he constantly examines workflows, 
authentication, and security. “A modern business is not a collection of business units. It’s a 
collection of many functions managed by business units.” In the end, “The goal is to deliver 
the highest level of functionality and value.”
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